
Instructions for children's ride on car

caution

1. Age range of this product :2-6 years old.

2. This product needs to be assembled by adults.

3.Please carefully check whether any movable parts and fasteners are firm before use to ensure

the safe use of the body.

4.The caretaker is not allowed to leave when the child is in the car.

5.Don't let the child stand alone in the car.

6.Do not use it near doorsteps, stairs or on uneven, rugged ground Use otherwise causes

damage.

7. Stay away from slopes, highways, streets, pools and high temperatures when driving

High humidity, power supply, etc.

8.No other children are allowed to push while the child is riding.

9. The maximum load of this product is 50KG

Maintenance of common sense

1. Before each use, check whether the fasteners are firm.

2. All kinds of rotating parts, handlebar shaft and other places should be regularly filled with fixed

grease, in order to improve the service life of the product.

3. Avoid prolonged use or storage in damp, cold or hot environments to storage.

4.Avoid overrunning.



Body

Packing list

Steering wheel backrest bracket accessories

front wheel rear wheel radlamelle

Installation instructions

Install the front wheel, put two gaskets on the axle front wheel next to the axle, and then aim at

the mouth of the hole to press in, gasket gasket clamp pin clip on the wheel can be!(as picture
shows )

Install the rear wheel, put the rear wheel of black plastic parts on the axle and put it next to the

rear axle, then aim for the hole and press it in, and then fasten the gasket on the pin and the

wheel on the pin.

Install backrest :Just stick the backrest into the body!
Install rear bracket :Turn the body around and tighten the screws in a fixed position

Put the axle under the body and then connect the body with the handlebar wire. Tighten the

screw on the axle after the steering wheel is stuck. Screw the screw on the steering wheel and

then install the battery screw (as picture shows ).

Parts with push handle :(optional)

Push back universal wheel guardrail pedal handle

Install universal wheel: fasten the screw on the plastic part button of universal wheel.

Install handle and backrest :put the backrest stuck into the body

Install guardrail: put the guardrail stuck the backrest

Fix the pedal on the body of the car and push the pedal hard forward on the card.

Install push handle: press the black button first and then put the push handle stuck to the

backrest.

back

(as picture shows)
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